FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

DW Spectrum™ IP VMS v2.3.0.8344 Release Notes

Bug Fixes
•

- Android App - slight update to the server and fixed display issues on Nexus 6 devices.

•

- Timeline recorded video fix - green segments for recorded video occasionally not displaying properly.

•

- Rare System Freeze - Two branches of code in v2.3 were conflicting and this resulted in the some users
experienced a stoppage of recording, system merge failures, and slow camera loading.

•

- Non-IP Server Address Issue - the server hive environment worked incorrectly if servers were set to
address each other by DNS (rather than IP). This could lead to various intermittent problems.

•

- NAS storage issue - if NAS was in a system and then removed or unable to be discovered after an
upgrade the Server pointed at that NAS address would take up to 10 minutes to start.

Known Issues with Build 8344
•

This version does not contain Anti-Virus (BitDefender) fix. We're still working on it. As soon as we're done,
we'll give you a patched version for installations using BitDefender.

•

Windows resizing issue - if double clicking on the DW Spectrum application frame in Windows the client
does not display properly. Still an issue - fix coming.

•

Some dialogs were displayed under other dialogs instead of displaying on top (update notification, sound
renaming). This could block the UI interaction. This issue has been fixed.

•

Timestamp in archived screenshots was displayed incorrectly. Fixed.

•

In rare cases the application could crash when performing screen recording with sound enabled on
Windows 8.1. Fixed.

•

Sometimes empty rows appeared in the resource tree after deleting cameras. Fixed.

•

In rare cases NO DATA was displayed on LIVE cameras. Fixed.

•

CPU usage on health monitoring on Windows 8 was calculated incorrectly. This has been fixed.

•

Flickering during playback (Linux only). Issue fixed.
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